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One might equate the daily energetic
needs required by migratory birds to
that of maintaining a bank account.
You have to have money saved and in
the bank in order to spend money. Using this analogy for birds, the currency
is energy derived from food resources
and stored as fat. Birds spend this currency by engaging in activities that reJohn Taylor, Refuge Biologist
quire the expenditure of energy. These
activities are as simple as swimming and
Third in a 3 part series outlining a habitat flying or as complex as performing
courtship rituals or feather molting.
based approach for supporting migratory
We all know we can’t overdraw our
birds on Bosque del Apache and plans for
bank accounts or there are consehabitat expansion.
quences. For birds, when the energy
currency is exhausted they are not able
Aquatic birds including sandhill cranes, wa- to carry out activities such as simply staying warm. Breaking it down this way, it
terfowl and other migratory birds require
becomes clear why birds move or mifood resources to meet life history requir ements across their range. Anchoring these grate. They can’t afford to stay in a locarequirements are foods providing energy on tion where there are no food resources
wintering areas such as Bosque del Apache. available to support them.
Substantial evidence exists supporting contentions that bird fitness derived from meet- The foundation for habitat based management is producing the amount of
ing energetic needs at lower wintering latitudes enables birds to successfully breed at food needed to meet the energetic needs
northern latitudes as they complete the mi- of migratory birds. Although an evolving science, the amount of energy each
gration cycle.

A Habitat Based Approach to
Migratory Bird Management
at Bosque del Apache NWR
and our Plans for Habitat
Expansion

(Continued on page 6)

An effort to restore the
Cottonwood Forests
along the
Middle Rio Grande
Valley.
- Joydeep Bhattacharjee
Cottonwood-willow forests of the
Southwestern United States are characterized
by low elevation flood plains in large unconstrained river valleys. However, increase in
water needs due to rapid urbanization and
increased agricultural activities have disturbed the flow pattern of these rivers. Such
an altered river flow has, in turn, led to the
decline of riparian forests. Most of the riparian areas in the Southwest are under a threat
of being lost due to lack of, or poor regeneration of the native trees that are characteristic
of a healthy riparian ecosystem. It is a wellknown fact that we have done harm to the
river ecosystem in trying to fulfill our everincreasing water needs. Being human beings,
we tend to “mess around” or, in better words
“experiment” with nature so as to reap the
benefits in a short time frame. However, in
doing so, we often fail to see what lies in the
(Continued on page 8)
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Friends of the Bosque
source for the Fall, since it gives us the
leverage we need to move whole populations of cranes and snow geese. We voluntarily took a 60% reduction in our
moist soil production units. We knew
From the Manager’s Desk
water was going to be short, so we took
the opportunity to rehabilitate almost
Jim Savery
400 acres of moist soil areas. Our
Greetings to all during our Centennial maintenance staff worked very hard to
complete this task. We project this to
Year of the Refuge System. The summer months are proceeding past us to- be a poor to fair food production year,
wards Fall. It has been hot and dry and but it is the best we could do. Now we
a difficult water year. John Taylor and are faced with the problem of getting
enough water to flood our moist soil
staff, who handle our water manageunits in a timely progression for the Fall
ment activities, have had a busy and
frustrating time trying to secure enough arrival of birds. Stay tuned as we try to
water for our program and then trying conduct our management activities in
to get it into the right units. We have these difficult times.
260 acres of corn that may have a fair
yield. This is the highest priority food
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Treasurer Audrey Jones

Steve Green
The “fuel” that enables the Friends to be an effective organization is Volunteerrism. This
summer our education series has been created, produced and presented by Volunteers. It is
by far our best effort covering interesting , exciting and worthwhile topics. Some of the workshops have been so well attended and the demand so great that an additional program was
put on to meet that demand. These volunteers bring honor to themselves, the Friends and
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I just spoke to Percy Deal and was glad to hear that he’s on the mend and should be back on
the Refuge real soon. If you are looking for him in a couple of weeks, check for him in the
Desert Arboretum, he’s known to hang out there a lot.
If you would like to see your name mentioned in this column, just call Steve Green at (505)
838-2120 and say “I want to volunteer” or “How can I volunteer?” If I am not in, just leave a
message with your name and phone number and I’ll make sure the right committee chairperson contacts you and then after volunteering, your name will be in print.
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Comprehensive Conservation Plan
By Maggie O’Connell
Imagine trying to cook a casserole without a recipe. How would
you know what ingredients you need? What steps do you need
to take? How will you know when it’s done? Bosque del Apache
National Wildlife Refuge, like all other refuges, will soon be
starting a planning process that will give future refuge managers
and staff a recipe for managing the refuge. It’s called a Comprehensive Conservation Plan.
The National Wildlife Refuge System Improvement Act of 1997
directed all refuges to complete a Comprehensive Conservation
Plan (CCP) by 2012. The CCP will guide refuge management
for the subsequent 15-20 years and will include all aspects of refuge management: habitat, wildlife, fire, visitor services, facilities,
staffing, and administration. A good CCP can provide:
support for budget requests
continuity of management
a basis for determining whether uses are compatible
with a refuge’s purpose
a measure for monitoring progress
an aid to decision making
a clear statement of where we want to go
public support and understanding
a legally defensible document.

Wild Birds Unlimited Westside
9231 Coors Boulevard, NW, Suite R7
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87114
(505) 890- 3668

The CCP process is lengthy and can range from 18 months to 3
years. The process will be carried out in compliance with the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). NEPA is a procedural law and mandates that: certain procedures are followed
when making decisions, there is full and honest disclosure, and a
framework is established to carry out the planning process. Because of NEPA, there will be several opportunities for public involvement in the planning process, including initial scoping and
comment periods on the draft and final plans.
Because all refuges are required to complete a CCP, Regional
Offices have determined a schedule to implement them throughout the regions. Some are already complete; some are underway.
The Bosque del Apache NWR staff is already beginning the preplanning process by collecting data, locating where information
is stored, and identifying information gaps, so that we can be
prepared when our turn comes. During the pre-planning process
we will identify our planning needs, develop a schedule, and develop a work plan and duties.
Look for more information and details about the CCP in upcoming newsletters. We’ll be counting on input from our
Friends, partners, and the public so we can come up with the
best recipe possible.

Friends of the Bosque

The Bosque and Its Co-Dependent Lifestyle
By Nancy Daniel
The bosque landscape is, simply put, a large number of intricate interactions between
many different organisms. Many relationships are so obscure they are literally taking
place underground. Others are as obvious as the insect that feed on nectar and adeptly
transfers pollen from flower to flower as it goes. The flowers are then pollinated, the
seeds viable and prepared to reproduce a new plant. There are many examples of dependence between plants and animals, between animals and animals and plants on
plants. These interdependent relationships are the energy upon which the bosque
thrives.
All the animals are important to these interdependent relationships including the approximately 329 species of birds recorded on the Refuge. While some of these birds are
permanent residents, others are only summer or winter visitors and some just migrate
through. On the other hand, vegetation is non-migratory, yet it is always in a state of
flux. Flowers that close at night and open during the day (or vice versa) change within
hours. Annual plants sprout, grow, flower, set seed and die in less that a year. Deciduous perennials shed their leaves yearly.
These yearly changes not only affect each plant but entire plant communities. As plant
communities change, they contribute to a much more prolonged process called plant
progression, which has far more dramatic effect on the ecosystem. Plant succession can
take one hundred years or more, often many more. The seat examples are found when
the landscape has undergone a severe blight of some nature, a flood or fire or been ravaged by a bulldozer. When as established ecosystem has been disturbed, usually the first
plants in succession are annual weeds – politely identified as pioneer plants. Slowly
perennials replace these pioneer plants and a stable climax community of plants is established.
Examples of plant succession here on the Refuge are, by man’s intervention, so greatly
truncated that one can witness a pond’s transformation from pioneer plants to a climax
community in just about seven years! Wetland pioneers are good food sources for wintering waterfowl. In the autumn, seeds for Witch Grass (Panicum dichotomiflorum),
Sprangletop (Leptochloa sp.), Bristlegrass (Setaria glauca) and Wild Millet (Echinochloa
crusgalli) cover the bottom of shallow ponds in easy reach for dabbling ducks. Annual
Smartweed (Polygonum pennsylvanicum) is also valued as a seed resource and invertebrate
substrate. These pioneer plants soon begin their stages of decomposition. This involves
a host of microorganisms in the soil. They feed of decomposing plant material and replenish the soil with essential nutrients to su stain the vegetation above. Perennials such
as Sedges (Cyperus spp.), Rushes ( Eleoharis spp. and Scriptus spp.) and Cattails ( Typha
spp.) quickly replace the annuals. These perennials introduce a new supply of proteins
and carbohydrates and bring a fresh layer of food seed to the pond floor for the ducks.
Red-winged Blackbirds peck at the seeds above, feed on the disturbed insects and, all
the while, show-off for a prospective mate. Geese extract nutrients from emerging
spring shoots as well as from the roots. The roots are thick, tuberous and starchy, yet
not too tough for the Snow Geese. Ross’ Geese, on the other hand, lack the appropriate bill to dismantle these fibrous roots so must depend upon Snow Geese to dig and
break-up this important food source.
The dependence of the Ross’ Goose on the Snow Goose for some of its food is a rela(Continued on page 13)
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The Female of the Species:
Phoebe Snetsinger
By
Cheryl Demerath Learn
I remember the day in late 1999
when I read that Phoebe Snetsinger had
died in a bus crash in Madagascar. I didn’t
know much about her but decided that a
woman whose first name was Phoebe and
whose sudden untimely death was immed iately noted in several birding sources online and in print was worth investigating.
From a birding perspective, she is noted as
the person who saw and recorded more
birds than anyone else. In a world that contains over 9000 birds, she saw and recorded
around 8,400. Her list may actually keep
growing despite her death, as many of the
birds she saw and wrote about are now separate species.
She firmly believed that a bird had
to be seen and seen well to be counted.
Phoebe started birding in the mid 1960’s
when a neighbor showed her a Blackburnian Warbler (Dendroica fusca) through
binoculars. Phoebe later wrote in her memoirs, Birding on Borrowed Time, “The first
bird I saw through those binoculars was a
fiery orange Blackburnian Warbler that
nearly knocked me over with astonishmentand quite simply hooked me forever” (p.18). One of the notable aspects of
Phoebe’s birding was the considerable effort
that she put into studying each bird before
and after seeing it. She developed and
maintained a hand written card file on each
bird and added to it each time she saw the
bird. It is reported that her files took up 4
full-size file cabinets. Her personally devised
color coded file card system gave her the
flexibility to amend her records as bird taxonomy changed and became increasingly
more sophisticated and precise.
Her accomplishments are even
more amazing when one considers that in
her early birding years, few resources existed
for birders in general and women birders in

particular. Few organized bird trips went to
the isolated areas where many of the rare
birds were apt to be. Optic equipment was
heavy and not always reliable. No computers connected birders and field guides/
bird lists for more remote areas were often
not available.

The Rio Grande Silvery
Minnow and Associated Issues

Phoebe took some serious risks in
her birding trips. On one trip, she went up
a mountain with an unset broken wrist. On
another she was followed when looking for
birds in a remote area in Central America.
She was brutally assaulted in New Guinea.
She survived earthquakes and shipwrecks in
her commitment to seeing as many of the
world’s birds as possible.

Findings

In her personal life, Phoebe taught
math and science after college. She was a
wife and the mother of 4 children. Life
threw her a particularly nasty curve when
she was diagnosed with malignant melanoma in 1972. At one point in 1981, she
was given less than a year to live with possibly only three months of good quality time!
It is a testimony to her spirit that she lived
for over 17 more years. She viewed birding
as her, “glorious respite”. “Always in the
heat of the chase and the fun of the find
thoughts of impending illness and death
seemed less overwhelming…bit by bit the
magic grew and the terror and hopelessness
lessened their grip”(p. 53). When the end
came for Phoebe, it came quickly. After a
day of intense birding, she lay down and fell
asleep in the bus. She died as she lived her
last 35 years of life with a new life bird for
the day, a hoped for new bird tomorrow
and binoculars in hand. Her last bird was a
Red-Shouldered Vanga (Calicalicus ruficarpolis) of Madagascar. For more information
about this remarkable woman, read her
memoirs, Birding on Borrowed Time published in 2003 by the American Birding
Association. Several websites also have
more information about her.

Proposed Critical Habitat

Part 2
By Laura Glendennig, Student
Roxanne Roessner, Student
Socorro High School

Since the silvery minnow issue came into
the spotlight, many efforts have been proposed and enacted to attempt to solve the
problems of the Rio Grande ecosystem.
These efforts are for the most part more logterm goals than concrete plans; however,
with good ideas and the right amount of
funding, more concrete plans can be based
upon these beginnings.
Among the most prominent of the efforts
to protect the minnow is the critical habitat
proposed by the Fish and Wildlife Service.
Critical habitat is defined as areas of land
and water with physical and biological features essential to the conservation of or protection of a species. A critical habitat designation requires all Federal agencies to consult with the FWS on any project they fund,
authorize or support that may affect critical
habitat. Critical habitat applies to activities
of Federal agencies or to projects proposed
on private, state-owned or tribal lands only
if they involve a Federal agency through
either permits, funding or some other
mechanism. (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service)
The Proposed critical habitat for the silvery
minnow contains 157 river miles that extend from immediately downstream of the
Cochiti Reservoir to the Elephant Butte
Reservoir Dam, including the tributary
from Jemez Canyon reservoir to where it
merges with the Rio Grande. This particular region was proposed as critical habitat
because the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
found that it contains the physical and biological features essential to the conservation
of the silvery minnow.
The economic cost of making habitat designation, including the price of maintaining
minimum instream flows, consulting on
federal projects and making modifications
(Continued on page 9)

Friends of the Bosque
(Migratory birds continued from page 1)

migratory bird species requires can be calculated. This estimate
can be extrapolated for thousands of birds and tempered by environmental conditions. The amount of energy provided by agricultural and wetland foods are also available for many species of
plants. By knowing the aboveground seed and underground tuber and rhizome production or yield on the refuge, we can match
total production estimates with the number of birds we can expect to support. For example, a very simplistic calculation would
be that of providing winter grain for sandhill cranes. We try to
provide each crane with about 0.75 pounds of corn per day in the
winter. To support a population of 15,000 birds over 120 days, a
total of 1,350,000 pounds of corn must be produced on the refuge. Migratory birds feed almost exclusively on wetland foods in
mild weather. Wetland food production is therefore also mea sured with yields averaging about 1,400 pounds/acre. Without
getting into complex calculations, if 1,300 acres were managed,
maximum production would approach 1,820,000 pounds,
enough to support a waterfowl population of 30-40,000 birds
over the winter. Of course it is rare to have all of this acreage in
production at one time. This year, drought has impacted production and it will only be half of what is normally produced.
Habitat based management concepts can and should be extrapolated across wide landscapes to provide a basic understanding of
the amount of food required for a particular species across its
range. Across the vast Rio Grande and Mexican Highlands wintering area, we potentially find ourselves short of food resources
for several species. As mentioned in the previous installments of
this article, there are few areas such as Bosque del Apache that
can dependably produce both agricultural and wetland foods for
migratory birds. In periods of severe drought as we are currently
experiencing, there are only limited areas available for migratory
birds. Realizing these landscape shortfalls, the staff at Bosque del
Apache is tirelessly working to remove exotic salt-cedar vegetation
and expand existing management programs for migratory birds in
southern portions of the refuge. Habitat expansion on areas such
as ours will be critical in making up for food resource shortfalls in
other areas. Utilizing a combination of funding partners including the North American Wetland Council, over 500 acres of productive wetland and agricultural habitat will be available by 2005
to aid in supporting migratory birds utilizing our greater wintering area. This expansion will increase the managed portion of
the refuge by 30%. Please be patient with our seemingly slow
progress, it will be ready soon and available for birds and bird
enthusiasts alike!

Report of Photo Workshops
from Jerry Goffe

Thank you “Friends of the Bosque” for allowing me to
conduct two wildlife photography workshops. I start out by saying
“thanks” because it’s always a privilege to spend time at our Bosque.
I must also say thanks to “friends” member Mark Domzalski for
assisting me at both workshops as well as sharing his talent and experience by helping me with the power-point presentations.
We received many complimentary letters and calls about
the workshops and I owe much of the success to Canon USA cameras for the loan of professional digital cameras, standard zoom
lenses, flashes, 500mm & 600mm telephoto lenses and much more.
B&H photo-video, a great camera and mail order store in NYC
loaned us tripods. Wimberley, a company that makes tripod heads
for large lenses, provided heads for the tripods (sticks) from B&H.
Many thanks for the loan of quality photo equipment!
These workshops convinced me that there are always great
things happening at the Bosque del Apache. At the May 17th workshop, we had a spectacular time in the arboretum. Everyone got to
use the Canon equipment throughout the day and had his or her
images shown and critiqued at the end of the day. Fortunately, the
Great Blue Heron were nesting and all the students got an introduction into the exciting experience of long lenses. What fun!
The Second workshop, June 28th was equally successful.
We started out at 7 AM by photographing the nesting Great Blue
Heron. After a slide show and some instructions we walked to the
entrance of the visitor’s center and practiced fill-flash techniques on
the hummingbirds. In addition, with Canon USA providing us with
professional digital camera equipment and dozens of hummingbirds
(Continued on page 14)
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Bayer in his star atlas, the Uranometria, published in 1603.
In celestial cartography, this atlas reigned supreme for almost 400
By Amy Estelle
years. Notice in Star Map #2 Grus and the other constellations
are drawn as stick figures that resemble a child’s drawing. These
Birders and sky watchers share some of the same challenges. Try
figures were first done by H.L Rey in his book The Constellations.
telling someo ne where an obscure bird is located in a tree. This is
Many people find the stick figures more intuitive than Bayer’s
not unlike trying to tell someone the location of a dim object in
classical ones
the night sky by star hopping from one object to another. It helps
to start at a known land- or sky-mark and then measure a particu- There is no classical mythology associated with Grus, although in
lar distance in a certain direction until you find the object.
ancient Egypt the crane, because of its high flight, was the symbol
of the astronomer. The Arabs included the stars of this constellaThe birder must first identify the specific tree from all the other
tion with those of Piscis Austranis, the Southern Fish.
trees in the area. This is usually done in descriptive terms. For
In 2002 the constellation Grus made headlines again in astroexample, the birder might ask, “Do you see that living cottonnomical circles when an international consortium of astronomers
wood just to the left of that really tall dead cottonwood?” Once
in New South Wales, Australia announced they had discovered
the birder and viewer agree on the same tree, then the birder bethe 100th extra-solar planet orbiting a star in the constellation.
gins to designate the part of the tree. “The bird is halfway up on
The new planet, which has a mass about that of Jupiter, circles its
the right near the edge.” Another method is to imagine a clock
star Tau1 Gruis about every four years. Tau1 Gruis is about 100
face superimposed on the tree. The crest of the tree represents 12
light years away from Earth. The planet is three times as far from
o’clock. The base of the tree is 6 o’clock. The right side edge, midits star as the Earth is from the Sun.
way from the base to the crest, is 3 o’clock. The left side edge,
halfway from the base to the crown, is 9 o’clock. The clock face is The Challenge to Find Grus
also useful when touring the refuge in a vehicle. If several people
Grus is an inconspicuous constellation to sky watchers in the
are in the vehicle using the clock-convention keeps everyone lookUnited States. First a latitude of 34 degrees North or less is necesing the same direction. For example: straight ahead of the vehicle
sary to see it. The farther south a viewer travels, the higher the
is 12 o’clock, directly behind the vehicle is 6 o’clock, out the vehiconstellation appears in the sky. Because the constellation is made
cle’s passenger-side is 3 o’clock, and out the vehicle’s driver’s-side
up of fairly dim stars, a clear, dark, and moonless night is needed
is 9 o’clock. Then it isn’t too difficult for all passengers to look
to find it. Finally, the best months to see Grus are September and
quickly at a fleeting pheasant at 2 o’clock.
October. Even for a viewer at Bosque del Apache, conditions
In observational astronomy, the clock-face is used with some very
old units of measure to star hop from an easily located object to
other more subtle galactic features such as faint constellations,
dim planets, star clusters, and nebulae. Two of the oldest and
most important units of measure are the hand width and little
finger width, held at arm’s length. The width of the little finger is
1 degree (for comparison, the width of the Full Moon is only
about ½ degree). The width of the hand (thumb and fingers
touching) is about 8 degrees. In September and October 2003,
the planet Mars is a great starting place for a star hop to the faint
constellation Grus, the Crane, and to Uranus, the seventh planet
from the Sun.

Star hopping from Mars to the Crane

The History of Grus
Many constellations date back millennia to the Greeks, Babylonians, or Sumerians. The constellation Grus, the Crane, is a more
recent invention. Grus was first drawn by Pieter Dirkszoon Keyser
and Frederick de Houtman, navigators on board the Hollandia as
it made the first Dutch expedition to the East Indies from 15951597. These two Dutchmen’s observations filled in the blank
area around the south celestial pole on European maps of the
south celestial hemisphere. They catalogued 135 stars and invented 12 new constellations. Among the constellations were five
birds: Grus, Apus (Bird of Paradise), Pavo (Peacock), Phoenix, and must be excellent to see Grus graze the southern horizon.
Tucana (Toucan). Petrus Plancius inscribed the twelve new conStar Map # 1. Mars and the Crane in the Southern Sky.
stellations on a globe he prepared in 1598. The twelve constellaThis view is toward the south during September and October eve(Continued on page 15)
tions were then incorporated by German astronomer Johannes
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(Restoration of Cottonwoods continued from page 1)

years to come, or, how something we do
today might change things tomorrow.
The Rio Grande has been a victim
of our actions. We have dammed the basin’s rivers. We have set up strong water
regulations to meet water demands for our
use. In trying to harness the river and harvest its water, we have caused irreparable
damage to the lifeline of the valley – the
Rio Grande. Little did we realize that we
reside in a desert eco-region and to keep
the oasis alive, we need to keep the river of
life flowing. What are we doing now.... perhaps reminding ourselves of the old saying
“what cannot be cured must be endured.”
That is not a solution. One question that
haunts all concerned is, can we ever get
back the lush green “bosque” that once
lined the Rio Grande Valley?
Most of us still bask in the idea
that the Rio Grande Valley looks green
along the riverbank. But, the reality is that
a lion’s share of the greenery now is contributed by exotic saltcedars instead of native cottonwoods. A keen observer might
still argue that there are a lot of cottonwood trees in the bosque. Yes, there are.
They are all mature stands and they look
good too. But how about in the long run?
What will happen when these trees die?
What about regeneration? Are we making
efforts to delve deeper into this situation?
Maintaining the remaining riparian forests and restoration of these communities is extremely important because they
support the highest species richness and
densities of wildlife than any other arid
ecosystem. The biggest problem that we are
faced with today is getting the cottonwood
forest regenerated. Cottonwoods are
“phreatophytes”, meaning they depend entirely on the availability of water for their
establishment and growth. There seems to
be a strong bond between the trees liberating its seeds and the annual flooding event
of the river. Whenever the river had an
annual flood, the trees along the banks liberated seeds, which germinated and continued the “circle of life” for the cottonwoods.
We are aware that there are no annual
flooding events in the river anymore, which

puts cottonwood regeneration into question.
People from all walks of life who
live in the Middle Rio Grande Valley have
already started getting together to do their
best to keep the river from dying. Meetings
are held more than ever to discuss water
issues. Farmers, pueblos, government agencies and other interests are already working
towards regeneration of the bosque.
This is where our study enters the
picture. We are looking into ways of restoring the native riparian forest along the Rio
Grande. The study is as challenging as the
problem itself. The study is designed to
formulate ways of restoring the native riparian forest along the banks of the Rio
Grande in the fastest possible time. The
study site is located on a 2.8 km stretch
along the floodplain of the Rio Grande at
Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge. There are 12 impoundments that can
be flooded and water can be drawn out of
them at a pre-determined rate. We have
chosen 2cm/day and 5cm/day rates for
drawing water out of these impoundments.
These rates were chosen after referring to
about 102 years of the hydrological data of
the river during peak flows. So, in a way,
we are trying to mimic the river by choosing these rates. We are then looking at the
difference in the recruitment patterns of
cottonwoods, saltcedars and other native
species in these impoundments. We are
trying to address the following questions:
1)

5) What is the minimum distance
between any two cottonwoods
at the seedling stage for best
establishment of future forests?
The answers to these questions will provide
management guidelines for restoring the
native riparian vegetation of the Middle
Rio Grande Valley.
Preliminary data analysis from the
study shows that using a water drawdown
rate of 2cm/day can help in the establishment of a rich cottonwood community
(about 12 plants/sq. meter). So, in areas
where water manipulations can be undertaken, this would give a head start in the
entire process of regeneration.

The study also looked into the
percent germination of seeds of cottonwoods and saltcedars in the study area. The
results of this experiment were interesting
because seeds of cottonwoods had a higher
percent of germination than the seeds of
saltcedars under natural settings. However,
the reason we still see a lot more saltcedars
may be due to the fact that they produce
prolific amounts of seeds over a longer p eriod of time than do cottonwoods (about
six months compared to one month for
cottonwoods). The seeds of cottonwoods
are viable for only a week and they need an
optimum amount of moisture to germinate. The saltcedar seeds are less sensitive
to moisture and are able to germinate following sporadic monsoon showers. The
seeds also stay viable much longer. This
What is the best water drawessentially directs us to provide a larger
down rate that provides the
seed source for cottonwoods and minimize
maximum recruitment of nathe source of saltcedar seeds.
tive cottonwoods?

Data analysis is still in process and
What percentage of cottonwe are not yet in a position to answer some
wood seeds germinate under
of the questions that we asked. The study is
natural field conditions?
also still ongoing and we are in the field
each day trying to gather as much informa3) What is the effect of annual
tion as possible so that we can explain the
flooding on the mortality of
process of cottonwood regeneration as best
one- year-old seedlings of cot
as we can. The results of this study will be
ton woods and saltcedars in the
important to all who are concerned about
study area?
losing the native forests to the exotics. The
results will further help us in understand4) What is the density at which
ing the regeneration dynamics of cottoncottonwoods out-compete salt
wood trees in the Middle Rio Grande Valcedars in growth?
2)

(Continued on page 13)
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Grande silvery minnow to become extinct if the river dries.

The Endangered Species Coalition has stated that since irrigation
to them, is estimated to be between $1.9 million and $16.2 million
efforts on the Rio Grande began, the river has dried more freannually. The cost estimate varies widely because of annual fluc quently and in larger stretches; in addition, the river has narrowed,
tuation in snow and rainfall.
eliminating the tributaries and habitat for species dependent on
Most of the land adjacent to the river area contained by the prothe river. Prior to the late 1800s when irrigation efforts were inposed critical habitat is within the administrative boundaries of
tensified, the drying periods of the Rio Grande in times of drought
the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District, a political subdiviwas extremely rare and not as severe as during current drying perision of the State of New Mexico that provides the irrigation, flood ods.
control and drainage of the Middle Rio Grande Valley. Within
Conservation and Habitat Restoration
these 157 rivers miles are also the lands belonging to the towns of
During seventeen of the past ninety- eight years, water flows in the
Algodones, Bernalillo, Rio Rancho, Corrales, Albuquerque, Los
Middle Rio Grande region have fallen below the low-flow level.
Lunas, Belen, Socorro and a number of smaller communities.
The supple of water in the Middle Rio Grande area will be suffiOther landowners, sovereign entities and managers include the
cient to satisfy current usage and obligations 80% of the time, if
Pueblos of Cochiti, Santo Domingo, San Felipe, Santa Ana, Sandia and Isleta; the Bureau of Reclamation; the U.S. fish and Wild- the flows of future years resemble those of the past century. When
river flows are less than 550,000 acre feet, however, the use of walife Service; the U.S. Bureau of Land Management; New Mexico
State Parks Division; New Mexico Department of Game and Fish; ter in the Middle Rio Grande area may need to be restricted, due
to the New Mexico’s Rio Grande Compact obligation for delivery
New Mexico State Lands Department; and the Corps. Approximately 45 river miles of the proposed critical habitat run through to the Elephant Butte Reservoir.
Pueblo lands.
The Pueblo Indian lands of Santo Domingo, Santa Ana, Sandia
and Isleta were originally included in the proposed critical habitat
These are, however, quite a number of problems with the probut have since been deleted from the final designation. The Puebposed critical habitat. In fact, the first time the U.S. Fish and
los developed voluntary conservation plans that provide greater
Wildlife Service proposed a critical habitat, the Middle Rio
Grande Conservancy District filed a lawsuit against the FWS – and conservation benefits than the critical habitat designation proposed.
won. Even the current, second proposed habitat does not please
all of its critics. In addition, the water within the critical habitat is
Regarding conservation, Refuge Ecologist Gina Dello Russo
more than 140% the amount of water that is currently used by
said,”people need to realize that there has to be constraints on the
communities, irrigation and the other river water users. The loss
water supply we have. And since we’re the ones with the brains
of such massive amounts of water and resources will undoubtedly
that are supposed to be able to solve these problems, we should be
have an enormous impact on the economy of New Mexico: the
able to work through, in our constraints, and come up with soluwater loss alone could cause over one million dollars in economic
tions.”
loss.
Additionally, the population of the silvery minnow increased during the years when it was not supplied with the amount of water
the proposed critical habitat claimed the minnow needed. This
discovery raised new doubts and concerns about the critical habitat: the contention that the drying of the river will cause the extinction of the silvery minnow may be speculation and not historically
or factually supported. Research has shown that a connection
might exist between the population of the minnow and the drying
of the river, as the numbers of the fish seem to increase during the
drier years. Scientists have suggested that more investigation is
required to study the complex workings of the river ecology.
[Editors comment: We have just left a period of very wet years with heavy
snowpack and summer monsoons, is this reason for the population increase? We are now entering a drought cycle, similar to the one during the
1950’s. The is going to be much more pressure on the silvery minnow and
the Rio Grande as a whole in the coming years.]

Artificial Propagation

In 2000, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service initiated a silvery minnow egg salvage pilot project. Biologists collected both minnow
eggs and adults; the adults were then induced to spawn either at
Albuquerque Biological Park or the FWS’s New Mexico Fishery
Resources Office. Mature fish are then returned to their natural
habitat in the Rio Grande or kept for captive propagation.

In May of 2001 after an increase in the river’s flow, biologists rescued more than 100,000 eggs from the waters above Elephant
Butte; these eggs are added to a captive population of silvery minnows at the Albuquerque Biological Park. Steven Platania, a research biologist with the Bureau of Reclamation, stresses the importance of these artificial programs. “In addition to salvaging Rio
Grande silvery minnow eggs for transport to refugia and use at
breeding and rearing facilities,” he said, “this year’s work will provide important preliminary information on the timing and duraAs noted by hydro-geologist W. Peter Balleau, although dry periods tion of spawning of the Rio Grande silvery minnow. We believe
in the river have occurred in the past, they have been less frequent that in the future, monitoring the level of reproduction of this sp ecies will be paramount if we are to assess the success of planned
since the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District started their
river controlling projects in 1936. This leads many people to ques- reintroduction efforts.”
tion what is so different now that would cause the endangered Rio
(Continued on page 10)
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On the other hand, many say that artificial
propagation is not a long-term solution to
the minnow problem. “The recent collection of minnow eggs is a landmark accomplishment for the project.” Said biologist
Jude Smith, “but it fulfills only one aspect
of recovery, which is to maintain the population of the species. In the end, these
efforts will only be meaningful if done in
concert with habitat restoration and water
quality improvements.”

periods of drought and wetness; currently
the Rio Grande is experiencing a drought.
Further Research

Nearly all of the sources investigated said
that there was a great need for further research. Recovery of the silvery minnow is
complicated because the biology of the
minnow, including its need for water flow
in the Rio Grande, is not yet well understood. New studies need to be conducted
to increase our knowledge of the silvery
minnow’s biology, needs and history. As
past efforts have not been successful as
According to the Endangered Species Coa- hoped in restoring the minnow’s populalition, the survival rate in captivity is extion, continuing to blindly suggest solutremely low and the minnows that survive tions without adequately understanding
are not numerous enough to ensure suffi- the problem may cause more harm to not
cient genetic diversity recovery. In addionly to its environment but also to human
tion, recent surveys of the minnow popula- interest.
tion in the wild show little or no increase
despite the numerous breeding and reloca- Fortunately, public awareness of the silvery
minnow is high due to the controversy
tion programs.
surrounding the fish and seriousness of its
Recommendations
plight. According to a survey conducted
among the general public of Socorro, the
The silvery minnow issue is one that will
majority of those polled knew extensively
require immense amounts of manpower
and long-term thinking to solve, if a solu- of the current minnow situation. In addition, the majorities of those polled were
tion that is satisfactory to all sides is innot personally affected, or did not know
deed possible.
someone who was personally affected, by
River Restoration
the situation.
The survival of the silvery minnow reAlso, the majority of those polled assigned
quires a number of restorations to be
the minnow a high priority and believed
made to the Middle Rio Grande habitat:
that humans should protect endangered
A sustained supply of water and
consistent water flow in the river
Solutions to the barriers to fish
passage posed by dams

species with all realistic and possible
means. Of those polled, 57.14% believed
that the extinction of the silvery minnow
would be unfortunate, but relatively minor. Of those polled 60% placed a high to
moderate priority that the Rio Grande silvery minnow need protection.

Re-creation of historically beneficial conditions, such as sandy bot- The public is definitely paying attention,
toms, aquatic vegetation and slow yet the mixed signals and information
water flow
from those in authority
( Especially the
politicians;
Editor)
serve
only
to
complicate
Many of these projects are currently underthe
issue
more.
“Too
much”
information
way. According to Regina Dello Russo,
is not possible; further research is a vital
the Middle Rio Grande Endangered Spefirst step towards a solution that pleases all
cies Act Collaborative receives large
amounts of funding from Congress to put parties and, more importantly, works.
habitat restoration projects into effect.
On the other hand, the fact remains that
the Rio Grande exists in a semiarid desert.
Historically, the river has gone through

Summary and Conclusions

The Rio Grande silvery minnow,
once one of the most populace
(Continued on page 11)
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species in the Rio Grande, is currently found only along
the Middle Rio Grande in New Mexico and is in endanger of extinction. Some, if not all, of the causes of the
minnow’s decline in population is due to human activities.
One of the most prominent efforts to repopulate the
species and protect the habitat is the proposed critical
habitat. The lands in the proposed critical habitat fit all
the minnow’s requirements for survival; critics of the
proposed critical habitat, however, fell that it does not
adequately cover all of the needs of the individuals and
communities dependent upon the river.
ü

ü
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bonus in the form of Lesser Sandhill Cranes. We tend to have
more of these smaller cranes early in the season than we do on
into the fall and winter. This is a great opportunity to compare
and contrast the obvious differences in size, between the two subspecies, but also some of the more subtle differences such as bill
length, and shape of the head. We will have a few lessers all winter
long, but not as many as during the first part of the season.

Most of you are probably aware that we do not have any Whooping Cranes left in this Rocky Mtn. flyway. Nor are we likely to have
any in the foreseeable future. A great deal was learned about the
ecology of Whooping Cranes over the years of that experiment.
Some of what we learned has been put to work in other crane projects in other parts of the country. For more information than you
would ever want to know about other crane projects-both Sandhill
All possible solutions for the silvery minnow issue are and Whooping- in other parts of the country, go to <www.
bringbackthecranes.org> . Above all, don't think that because the
wide reaching and long-term. Without a doubt, the
Whoopers are not here, that there aren't fascinating things to obRio Grande needs to be restored to an environment
capable of self-sustainment. In addition, people need serve, learn about and be amazed at from watching the ten to
twelve thousand Sandhill Cranes we have here over the course of
to become more aware of eater conservation issues.
the winter. Last winter we observed over twenty Sandhill Cranes
with neck-collars. This was exciting, partly because a number of
Perhaps most importantly, more research needs to be
conducted on the Rio Grande in general and the silvery sightings were made by "regular visitors" like yourselves. These
minnow in particular to reduce the scientific uncertain- sightings told us that we had a number of cranes here on the refties. This will increase the likelihood that any prouge that were over twenty years old, and a couple over twenty-five!
posed solution will provide a permanent solution.
This information was forwarded to biologists who had put those
neck collars on those birds as fledglings, and have been tracking
them to learn more about the ranges and longevity of these birds.

Bosque Notes

One more thing about cranes-well-two: Some of you know that for
the past three springs, as soon as "our" cranes leave our
Robert Kruidenier
refuge- generally by the first week of March- I have gone up to the
Platte River, which runs west to east across Nebraska. There is an
Audubon Sanctuary where they get three- to four hundred thousand (!) Sandhill Cranes coming in there to spend three to four
Ah, September. The days are getting a bit
cooler. The refuge is a riot of color, as the cot- weeks, building fat and energy reserves that will carry them a thousand miles or more to their nesting sites. If you have any desire to
tonwoods, chamisa, salt cedar and coyote willows prepare for a
long winter's dormancy. The clicking and clatter of the dry yellow see and learn more about Sandhill Cranes this is the place to do it.
leaves of the cottonwoods remind me that once again we have sur- The other thing you need to know about is Crane Behavior Workshops at our annual Festival of the Cranes, at Bosque del Apache,
vived the dog days of August (although, I must confess to bailing
the 19th through the 23rd of November. Paul Tebble, who is the
out of most of August). But all that is behind us. Ahead of us is
what, for me, is the most exciting time of the year here at Bosque manager of the Rowe Sanctuary, on the Platte River, and I will be
doing three workshops on crane behavior. Contact the Refuge for
del Apache. One day, of the last week of September, or the first
details. And don't dawdle around. They are limited in size and are
week of October, there will echo across the refuge a calling, a
clamoring that defies description. Impossible to imitate, it cannot filling up fast! (Nothing like a shameless bit of self promotion
be reproduced on paper. It can only be described by the hearing of there. Actually it's promotion for the cranes. THEY are the stars of
the show.)
it. It brings goose-bumps to those who recognize it, and smiles of
recognition to those who have been longing for its return. It is
On a more personal note, I need to take this opportunity to say a
the call of the Sandhill Cranes.
heartfelt "Thank you!" to those kind souls among you out there
who sent cards, and telephone calls and other expressions of care
Not all the first arrivals will stay with us. We are not the
and concern for me regarding my health issues. Some of you I will
furtherest south these birds go. So, for the first couple of weeks or get to thank personally, but I am most grateful to each of you.-so, we will have more one day and fewer the next, as the inner
drives of some say, "OK guys- this is it." Others will continue furRobert Kruidenier (say "cry-d-near")
ther south, some into SE Arizona, others down into Mexico. If you P.O.Box 151
get a chance to come down to see the early arrivals, you will gain a San Antonio, NM 87832

Friends of the Bosque
Nuggets from the Nature Store
By Orinda Spence
The Bosque is Green

Sometime ago, we reproduced the Petroglyphs shirt that was popular some months back, it is a sage green, not ozone-washed, but
lovely anyway. We are wondering if we should have a long-sleeved
version of that shirt.

The most famous and popular of Skeeter’s shirts is Longlegs and
Look-alikes. As Skeeter says, the “design has a life of its own.” It
Places that are full of water during the winter months are green
just gets around and goes to a lot of places. Marjorie Lonand gorgeous in the summer. On a recent car tour around the
Marsh loop, we saw lush green meadows surrounded by wonder- genbaugh reported that she saw someone wearing a Longlegs Tshirt in Belize. We sell the Longlegs design in many forms: on a
ful and very old cottonwood trees. There are also young cottonwoods growing that are promises of a supply of large cottonwoods tall white mug, notecard set, and prints which come in all sizes
including a wonderful triple-matted framed print. Longlegs is
for the future.
popular no matter how it is displayed.
In the birding department, we saw Great Blue Herons, Green
Herons, Egrets, and Neo-tropic Ibises to name a few. We also saw Skeeter is instrumental in the final printing of the shirts; therea huge Great Horned Owl sitting on top of the skinniest snag of a fore, seeing them is to appreciate her artistry. Skeeter also detree possible. Of course, he had his head screwed on backwards signed the wonderful Refuge Centennial Plate which of course
you all have heard of. It is available by calling either the nature
and was looking at us.
store or the Friends number which is 505-838-2120. There is a
It is a privilege and a pleasure to see the Bosque adorned in her
set of note cards available in the same design as the plate.
lovely green dress of summer. We have all kinds of critters doing Remember if you can’t visit, you can call and order whatever we
their best to nurture their very own niche in the environment.
have that you might want to have. In other words, we have speSome of them we wish would just quit doing that, like the bugs. cial order forms, which we love to use.
But then, when all is said and done, they are just bugs and we can
Visitor Center Hours
learn to get along with them just like they have learned to get
along with us. There are a lot of snakes and lizards in all shapes
Bosque Nature Store hours:
and sizes. Birds, while not the huge spectacles of the winter seaMonday through Friday, 7:30 am to 4:00 pm.
son are very interesting in the summer if one just stops the car
and lets them come out of hiding. The sighting list at the Visitor On weekends the hours are 8 am with closing at 4:30 pm.
Center still fills up on a regular basis with many interesting
things. Even the mountain lion gets a mention.
The Refuge tour loop is open one hour before sunrise
Although the Bosque is gorgeous, persons tend to stay away from
the Refuge in the summer, therefore it is slow for the Nature
Store. Since few people come through the door, there is time for
us to review our inventory and order merchandise for the winter
season. A nice mix of golden oldies and some brand new items is
a good thing. We also have time look around and redo displays,
refurbish and renew old ones and perhaps make what we have
look better.

and closes one hour after sunset.

Skeeter’s Designs

Since, it is slow, it is a good time to produce some new Bosque
shirts. Skeeter Leard has produced at least four T-shirt designs for
the good of the Refuge. Her most recent contribution is a wo nderful Hummingbird in Flight design. We have produced that design on an aqua, scooped-neck shirt of a rayon and cotton knit
fabric. It is stunning.
Another shirt design is reminiscent of the sign at the entrance to
the Laura Jean Deal Desert Arboretum. The Quail in the Cacti
shirt is a T-shirt that is “ozone-washed” to a soft green. No, I don’t
know what “ozone-washed” is, all I know is that the color is wonderfully soft and enhances the design beautifully. The quail shirt
features a quail family and scarlet cacti with mountains for a background.
Silvery Minnow Range Map
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ley and help us to manage, protect and regenerate the “bosque”
that we all are proud of.
The above study is being carried out at the Bosque del
Apache NWR, New Mexico. I am currently working on my PhD
at the Department of Range, Wildlife and Fisheries Management
at Texas Tech University. I would like to thank Mr. Liter E.
Spence (a volunteer at the refuge, who is as much a part of the
study as the cottonwoods themselves), for his contribution to this
study. I am also thankful to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife, Turner
Foundation, and Caesar Kleberg Foundation for Wildlife Conservation for funding the study. I also thank the staff and other volunteers at the refuge for helping me at all times. For further questions or information about the study, I can be reached at j.
bhattacharjee@ttu.edu.
(Codependents continued from page 4)

tionship that benefits one party but necessarily the other. Natural
scientists call these commensalisms. This could be linked, in some
ways, to what psychologists have taught us is a dirty word – codependence, yet animals and plants could not survive without
such relationships. To feed, Northern Shovelers swim in circles to
bring the aquatic vegetation, invertebrates and insects to the surface. Other ducks, Wilson’s Phalaropes and Coots are known to
take advantage of these frenzied feeding habit to satisfy their dietary needs. Cormorants, in their energetic dives for fish, also bring
up aquatic organisms for the Great Egrets in attendance. Both
Snowy and Cattle Egrets closely follow the footsteps of cattle to
find a meal from the insects that just escaped the cattle’s hooves.
The hair of mammals is a common material used by birds to build
nests. Grebes and Coots build nests out of perennial pond plants,
add a bit of mud and secure the resulting floating platform to any
combination of Cattails, Reeds or Sedges. These three plants
could not provide shelter, nestling habitat, or essential food
sources if it were not for their flexible stems and tuberous, horizontally spreading three-foot deep roots. The stems must be agile
enough to bend with the stress of the water and wind. The root
system must anchor the plant into the pond’s soft, muddy ooze.

TALES OF A LOW-RENT BIRDER
By Pete Dunne
Book Review by Barbara DuBois
In Tales of a Low-Rent Birder, Pete Dunne recounts 19
episodes from his birding life. He spent most of his watches at the
Cape May Bird Observatory in New Jersey. He watches shorebirds
and hawks, peregrines and killdeer.
Although he spends most of his time in New Jersey, he
situates one tale in Alaska, and one in the future! Surprisingly,
one tale is science fiction. The SVAT, the Species Verification
Attack Team, the crack investigative attack force of PABLUM, Pan
American Bird Listers Uber-Membership, has organized birding:
when a member alerts the team to a sighting, the team monitors
the member on a screen, checking qualifications such as “no previous false leads,” and then jumps in its plane.
No, the plane is grounded for service. The helicopter
then. No, it’s also being repaired. Then these brilliant scientists
of the future realize that the caller is near enough to drive to.
When they reach her property, they set up wonderful
new technology, which is explosives! They make the bird rise, photograph it, and go back where they came from without the brownies and coffee the member had made for them. Let’s not go there!
The most exciting story and the funniest is the saga of the
frantic birders at a Birdathon, trying to tally 200 birds in 24 hours.
Dunne, who likes puns, calls this tale a Saab story because their
ultimate birding car is a Saab. One requirement was that all four
doors open WIDE for quick exit and re-entry.

Dunne makes the car seem human with “impatience”
and “pouting eagerness.” The engine “sighs in protest” when he
decelerates. Their team is the Guerrilla Birding Team, with the
motto “Hit and Run.” “Consensus did not come easily” when
they were planning their itinerary. Everyone had a favorite site
and a least favorite. Then they had to agree on an identification,
even when a bird appeared for only a second in the headlights.
Some plant seeds are dispersed with the help of wind or water and Despite many handicaps, in 1983 they tallied 196, a record.
many must pass through the digestive system of animal in order to
The journal read “Out on the marsh, luck surrendered
germinate. The Mistletoe (Phoradendron macrophyllum) on the Ref- the Least Bittern that fate had cheated us out of eighteen hours
uge requires a bird to eat the fleshy seed covering and deposit the earlier, and it traded us a Reeve for the Lesser Yellowlegs that
undamaged seed on a branch of the Rio Grande Cottonwood
should have met us there.” These were grown men.
(Populus deltoids ssp. wislizenii). This Mistletoe seed will not germi“A Lifer for Roger” adds Roger Tory Peterson to the
nate any other way or on any other plant.
Guerrilla Birding Team. Pete Dunne had come up with the idea
These examples of commensalisms or dependent relationships are
of team competitions, and Peterson had enthusiastically approved
indeed a whirlwind of trivia yet they are inexorably linked to plant
and asked to join Pete’s team. Pete said, “This, in case you are not
succession. As plants progress through their stages of succession
a birder, is a little like having the Pope ask whether he can go to
all the other organism in the ecosystem are affected. And so it
church with you on Sunday.”
goes, from some of the more obscure of nature’s relationships to
the obvious: Life on earth would not exist without sun, water,
In the last two tales, Dunne turns philosophical. When
plants and animals nor would life continue without reproduche picks up a hitchhiker who expresses a delight in a location
tion – a co-dependent relationship to be sure!
(Continued on page 14)
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Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge
Centennial Year Extravaganza

(Low Rent Birder continued from page 13)

Dunne avoids, the author starts thinking about diversity, in this
case, diversity of interests. “Thoughts While Waiting for an Ice
Falcon” has his inner voice reminding him that he’s freezing and
wet despite his wonderful new parka. But he’s a birder; he
won’t give up.

2003 is the 100th Anniversary of the Founding
of the National Wildlife System

The Bosque del Apache NWR is proud to present these
programs as part of our year-long celebration
More Information and Changes: 505-838-2120 or 505-835-1828

September 20 Saturday 7 pm
Meet at the Visitor Center
A Star Party with Amy Estelle

(Photoshop continued from page 6)

to photograph, we had a great exercise in “depth of field.” After
the students recorded their images, they came back in the classroom (auditorium) and viewed their efforts and got some co nstructive critiques. After a fine lunch at Acosta’s, we toured the
farm loop and got more interesting images. All in all, it was a
day that couldn’t have been much better!

October 11 Saturday 1 – 4 pm
Meet at Visitor Center
A Butterfly Workshop
with Steve Cary and Nancy Daniel

Thanks again “Friends” for giving me the opportunity
to participate in the Centennial Workshop Programs at Bosque
del Apache. I’m looking forward to the festival, where I’ll have
the opportunity to facilitate another workshop. This workshop
will be aimed at those with small digital camera.

October 18 Saturday 1 pm
Visitor Center
An Artists’ Reception
Meet those who record the Bosque beauty

Jon Morrison, the “Friends newsletter editor, has requested
that I write future article on photography for the “Friend’s
Newsletter.” If you have a question or want a specific topic discussed , please let me know at jerry@goffevisual.com.

November 18 – 23
Tuesday through Sunday
The 16th Annual Festival of the Cranes
Check at www.friendsofthebosque.org/crane
for updates
Brochures available after September 1
More Information and Changes:
505-838-2120 or 505-835-1828

Friends Board Meeting Dates
September 16 9:30 AM
November 15 9:30 AM
Refuge Lounge
Deadline for the November-December Newsletter
is October 10.
Please mail articles care of Jon Morrison to the
Friends of the Bosque,
P.O. Box 340
San Antonio, NM 87832 or
e-mail to jonmorr@sdc.org

The 16th Annual
Festival of the Cranes Brochure
has gone to press
Tom Harper, Festival Coordinator
The Brochures are at the printer and should be mailed the last
week in August. For some events you may not want to wait for
the brochure. Registrations are now being accepted from information that is posted on the web. You can check the sign ups on
the List and Status page.
If you want to register for an important event but also need to
check with friends or want to see the brochure, go ahead and
register. You can send more than one registration. The registrar
will combine them for you as they arrive. It will help her if
you identify subsequent registrations with a note.

Friends of the Bosque
Today’s Date: ________________
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Membership Application

Name:______________________
Address:____________________

Membership Categories:
(Please select one)
__

City:_______________________
State:_____ ZIP Code:_________
Daytime phone: _______________
Email:______________________

___Senior (62+) or Student

$10

___Individual

$15

___Family

$20

__Best Friend/Business

$100-$499

___ Friend Indeed

$500-$999

.

(Continued from page 7)

nings.
The constellation figures are from H.L. Rey. The position of Mars is shown for late September and late October.

Star Hop to Grus
Star Map #1 shows the southern sky for late September at 10:30 p.m. Find Mars, the brightest star-like object in the southern sky, midevenings in September and October. Mars has a steady reddish glow. From Mars, look slightly West (to the right) for the triangleshaped constellation Capricorn. South of Mars find the only bright star in this area, Fomalhaut in the constellation the Southern Fish.
Between Fomalhaut and the horizon lies the constellation Grus, the Crane. The distance from the tip of the Crane’s beak to its chest is
approximately 10 degrees (a little more than one hand width). Through October Mars will be moving steadily eastward against the background stars so that by the end of the month it will be 8 degrees east of Iota Aquarii (see dotted image marked “Oct” on Star Map #1).
Star Hop to Uranus
You will need binoculars or a spotting scope. Start at Mars on Star Map #1. Use Mars as the center of the clock. Go three degrees (3
little finger widths) toward 2 o’clock to the star Iota Aquarii. From here, go 1.5 degrees toward 12 o’clock to Uranus. Slow moving
Uranus does not appear to move very far from the mapped position through October.

Magnitudes
Mars
Fomalhaut
Al Nair
Iota Aquarii

-2
+1
+2
+4

Uranus

+6

exceptionally bright
bright
moderately bright
dim, near edge of naked eye visibility in
dark, moonless sky
need binoculars or scope

Star Map #2. Close up of Grus (stick figure from H.L. Rey). Stars in The
Crane range in magnitude from +2 (moderately bright) to +6 (need binoculars). The Crane is visible along the southern horizon only from latitudes at
or below 34 degrees North of the Equator. Look on dark, moonless nights
in late September (10 – 11 p.m.) through October (8 – 9 p.m.). The 100th
extra-solar planet was discovered last year revolving around the star Tau1
Gruis (just east of the Crane’s legs).
Don’t miss an opportunity to see Mars, the Milky Way, and Grus on Saturday, September 20. Meet at the Visitor Center at 7 p.m.
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From the President
Dear Friends,
It has been a long, hot summer at Bosque del Apache. In the last two weeks I have been told that the temperature was
112° one day. Whew! That’s hot.
We continue to monitor our appropriation request with our Senators. As of this morning (August 13) there is “no news.”
There will be another letter to our membership about our fundraising efforts this month.
Plans for the Festival of the Cranes is progressing. Tom Harper promises another great festival again this year. Hope to
see you there.
Orinda Spence, our Nature Store Manager, is moving on as of January first. She and her husband, Liter, are going to
make their motorhome roll. It is time for a new experience for them. We thank them for their contributions to Bosque
del Apache and wish them well in their next adventure.
Keep well and stay cool. For those on the East Coast, stay DRY.
In friendship and love,
Betty Davis
President

